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The second major release by FromSoftware, the world renowned creator of the Dark Souls series, Bloodborne, FromSoftware has created Elden Ring, a fantasy action RPG game for the PlayStation 4. The main idea behind Elden Ring is to craft a fantasy action RPG that allows for more freedom to explore the
world than the Dark Souls series. By borrowing the elegant fantasy setting, the team at FromSoftware set out to design a unique fantasy world with a charm that is unimaginable to other RPGs. The first steps have been taken to realize that idea, and Elden Ring is being released into the world. ABOUT THE
GAME: Draken and a boy known as the Wraith roam the world of Elden Ring. At one point, Draken was cured of an unknown illness and has entered a strange fate, disappearing into a darkness only he can see. The Wraith once led a group of people and was a proud and gentle ruler until he was turned into a
demon by a mysterious power. He has now entered a new stage of life and is now a demon slayer for hire. A man appears from a nearby village, telling the Wraith that a beautiful woman whose name is Tarnished is inside and that she can cure Draken. The Wraith is hesitant to help Tarnished, but he is told
by the man that he is to be by her side. The Wraith goes into the village and the player can go with him. After meeting Tarnished, the player can play through the story of the first game of Elden Ring.
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Loadouts - Equip, Enchar and Craft Weapons and Armor using the Loadout System; Clasps and Amulets as well as Increases and Upgrades utilizing the Loadout features.
Unlimitted Characters - Expand your party to 12 and resurrect fellow party members when they die, as well as create new level 5 characters once you create your first level 5.
Play Any Where — Enter dungeons wherever you please, from multiplayer to single-player.
Huge Difference in Level System — The Beginner’s Experience, all-new options in the Hero level-up system, and huge monsters and content.
Loot, Loot, Loot — Equip and Craft weapons as you explore using the Loot feature, which allows you to craft the weapons and items that your character finds.
Interactive Characters — Use a variety of weapons, like hammers and short swords, as well as armors like breastplates or shields, to accomplish various stat builds.
Thirteen Seasons — Life Cycle of the Creatures You Fight, gaining Thirteen Seasons between battles by defeating the Beasts the Monsters, enemy characters, and monsters that accompany you.
Challenge, Cooperation, and Dominion — Fight monsters using an economy-based system where the defeated creatures divide the spoils amongst themselves as well as your party while you enjoy bonuses for cooperative play.
Victorian Science — Useful items you can equip or craft such as a Hunting Rifle and Casters that activate automatically.
New Mechanics — Use Increases and Upgrades to equip your character with interesting stats and traits.
Over 200 Terrain Pics — Designed so that you can enjoy geographical features like mountains and forests where the weather changes during the game.
Languages — Customizable text output that allows you to read the dialogs clearly in over 20 languages, such as Azatrazanian and Stivronian.
Fantasy Setting / Familiar Feel — Climb to the top of Sargasso Mountain, ride a calico (fantasy cat), share a traditional inn with friends, and many more
Likes - Celebrities Recommended Articles Articles You Like

Elden Ring

A massive game packed with a lot of information and option for the player. – The Game’s Runic System Players can choose a character, equip them with various items, and fuse them together to form
a team that satisfies their play style. The fusion system allows you to easily develop your customised team. The small amount of tutorials and character information can be very useful in the early
stages. – Your Equipment and Your Synergies You can check the elemental effects and statistics of your equipment to see if it is compatible with your team. This information is important in the fusion
system. Experience and money accumulate upon combat, and can be used to buy various equipment and items. – Character Development You can equip your character with various items, and your
character will grow in strength as the number of experience increases. By equipping various magic items, you can grow in a specific area of expertise, such as strength or magic. The game is very easy
to play and is definitely worth a look. – Easy to Learn but Fun to Play The instruction booklet is a little dense, but the game itself is very easy to pick up and play. You can also enjoy the atmosphere of
playing in your own surroundings. And lots of fresh information for RPG newcomers. – The Game’s Function The game has a lot of information about the game’s story, characters, and items. The game
can be enjoyed with the information it provides. The sound effects can also be quite enjoyable. – The Setting The game features a vast, open world with a lot of lovely scenery. As you play, you will get
the feeling that you are in a living world. The map feels quite large, and the quest screen can be useful in finding the way forward. – The Main Characteristics The player character is a good guy who
fights the evil god. His name is Tarnished, and he has a lover, Lacia. The player character is the Master of the weapon “Rune”. The main heroine Lacia is a weak elf who cannot use spells. She can cast
“Rune” and use it for attack and defence. In addition, she will send out Rune to support the player. THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace bff6bb2d33
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・Strike enemies, enhance weapons Equip special weapons and armor according to your play style. The time your weapons have been equipped will last a certain amount of time depending on the
weapon. When you find a weapon on the ground, it will automatically be equipped for you. ・Summon monsters to do your fighting The battle screen, from which you can select a weapon, a spell, and
items, can also become a stage to summon monsters. When using monsters, they will fight for a while until the summoned time is over. Or it will be free-roaming, which means the monster can walk
around the map looking for the next thing to attack. ・Prepare for the Damage Per Second (DPS) Battle When weapons that are of different caliber from each other are used at the same time, the
battle screen will automatically switch to automatic weapons which deal a lot of damage. ・Become a Warrior Equip weapons and armor with the intent to excel in battle. Improve your weapon to gain
strength in the battlefield. ・Become a Mage Equip weapons and armor with the intent to excel in battle. Know magic to overpower your enemies in battle. Action RPG Dungeons: ・Combine fantastic
maps with your imagination The action takes place in a large, three-dimensional world with splendid maps that can be combined and mixed at will. ・Create your own Dungeon You can build a three-
dimensional map using crystals and stone to connect the detailed maps to create your own map. You can freely decide your own route. RPG Character Growth: ・Become stronger through combat Hit
enemies and combine weapons with special effects to increase your level. Gain points at a rate of +1 per level. ・Equip new weapons and armor New weapons and armor will give you another chance to
increase your level. The items will be automatically equipped for you in your storage. ★ Battle System ★ ・Experience - The system which causes the battle to keep going. You will keep getting
experience points even if you are in a town. When you receive the amount of experience for a dungeon level, the game will go into the next level automatically. ・Free Exploring - Explore and free roam
When you reach the area you want, you can freely roam around. While you are in a specific area, you can freely roam around the free map. �

What's new in Elden Ring:

Idaopeia is excited to announce the release of Square Enix's mystery “secret title” in Japan, SaGa Chapter Kiwami 2, for Nintendo Switch. In a story that centers on the famous heroes of the first SaGa
series SaGa Frontier, Kiwami 2 will bring an exciting new experience to users with the power of the Switch. We have also released Kiwami 2 Trailer 2 in the meantime!

“SaGa Frontier Kiwami 2” is more than a new title. Since the first title was in development at Square Enix when it launched in 1986, the SaGa series has endured for over three decades with support
from each of its fans. With the power of the Switch, we want to bring SaGa Frontier Kiwami 2 to all fans of the SaGa series globally.

It’s like playing through the stories of SaGa Frontier again, this time on the Switch in a completely new experience. We’re having a lot of fun in development, so look forward to Kiwami 2 on the
Switch!

This spring, enjoy your “kimono lunches” in this stylish menu of Squaresoft's handcrafted lunch suits, featuring items from SaGa saga games, Adventure star adventures, and creator Fumito Ueda's
original titles!

Nunagai SaGa comes with her signature "pendant, a little bit too hot" as a lunch suit option that balances decorative elements and functionality. Available from April 8. (Food and drinks not included)
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